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BIG BATHROOM
A designer creates a serene retreat in a generous space

BIG CHALLENGE

Designer Nancee Brown dealt with
a master bathroom’s size by
creating what she calls “a moment”
at the center of the room. It’s
composed of an intricate Carrera
marble floor mosaic on which she
placed a marble-topped table with
a metal base. Above the table
hangs a distinctive shell chandelier
the homeowners brought from
their former home in Hong Kong.
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Fresh white cabinetry with polished nickel hardware
brightens the space. The designer reduced the width of
the drawers flanking the sink so she could install a larger
sink surrounded by more countertop space. She also
designed the countertop section beneath the window to
jut forward for visual interest. Motorized Roman blinds
with a white ground and gray trellis pattern adorn the
windows for a clean and simple look.
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FOR MOST PEOPLE, A BIG
BATHROOM IS A GOOD THING;
FOR OTHERS, IT’S A CHALLENGE.
For interior designer Nancee Brown, renovating a master bathroom in a
Far Hills home meant tackling a huge space that, while desirable, could
prove almost too big if not handled creatively.
“With all that space to walk across, it felt vast,” says Brown, a professional member of the American Society of Interior Designers and owner
of Summit-based Nancee Brown Interiors. The designer, who also renovated the rest of the colonial-style home, says that although the 315square-foot bathroom was well done and functional, it felt dark and
heavy with a color scheme of earth tones and kidney bean red walls that
would have worked better in a den or a library.
“The homeowners wanted to go in a different direction with a spa feeling; light, airy and pampering,” she says.
Without changing the footprint of the room, Brown set out to create
that spa-like haven and to visually cut the space down to size.

A custom steam shower is
large enough to accommodate
both the husband and wife.
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SPACE CHALLENGE
“It’s still just a bathroom,” Brown says of the space challenge. “You can’t
add things other than sinks, toilets, tubs.” Her solution: An intricate
Carrera marble mosaic at the center of the bathroom floor on which she
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details make a difference
Designer Nancee Brown says the empty space above the bench in the shower cried out for a
detail, so she added a marble mosaic in the same pattern as in the center of the floor. • The
husband likes to shave in the shower, so Brown incorporated a fog-free mirror high on the
wall (he’s over six feet tall) as well as a shower head, a hand-held shower head and body
sprays at three heights. • This closeup shows the center mosaic featuring a curvilinear pattern
with an overall trellis effect.

placed a marble-topped table with a clean-lined metal
base. The mosaic, features an “organic, curvilinear pattern with a bit of an overall trellis effect,” Brown says.
The mosaic and table sit beneath the bathroom’s
original octagonal domed ceiling. She replaced a standard chandelier in the dome with an unusual one the
homeowners brought with them from Hong Kong,
where they lived for many years. Composed of tiers
of white shells, the chandelier is an airy but textured
crown at the bathroom’s center. “It was a kind of
inspiration for the bathroom,” Brown says.
The combination of tile mosaic, table and chandelier creates “a moment” in the middle of the room,
she adds. “It takes your eye from near to far, and it
anchors the space.”
BETTER ACCESS
The designer addressed the space issue in another
way too. She removed a tub that was built into an
alcove under windows and floated a new tub in the
space. That made it easier to get in and out of the
tub and provided easy access — both physically and
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visually — to the windows in the alcove.
To create a tranquil sanctuary, Brown chose pale
blue for the walls, white Carrera marble countertops
and floor, and fresh white cabinetry with polished
nickel hardware.
“To keep everything clean-lined and simple,” she
used motorized Roman blinds with a white ground
and a gray trellis pattern at the windows. DNJ

When the homeowners asked that an existing bidet be
removed, designer Nancee Brown had an aesthetic and
functional way to fill the space: an Asian-inspired cabinet
with an antiqued gray finish that provides storage and gives
a nod to the homeowners’ time living in Hong Kong.

Robin Amster is a Madison-based writer and editor.
SOURCES interior design, Nancee Brown Interiors in Summit;
builder, Delbar Building Contractors in Long Valley; marble tile
and mosaics, Kohler sink, Perrin & Rowe faucets and shower fittings, Imaginative Design Center in Bedminster; tile installation;
Sam Bassolino Tile Co. in Florham Park; marble fabricator; Elana
Marble & Granite in East Hanover; Wood-Mode cabinetry, Canterbury Designs in Morristown; table, Baker in Chicago; water
closet cabinet, Arhaus in New York City; sconces, Visual Comfort
in Houston; fog-free mirror, ClearMirror in Woodbury, Minnesota; blinds, Stessl & Neugebauer in Summit (T); painter, Villa
Fine Painting & Home Restoration in Springfield; electrician, Fessock Electrical Contractors in Gillette; plumber, George C. Bott
Plumbing & Heating in New Providence. T = To the trade.
For contact information, page 126
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